Canvas Resources for Students

How to Generate a Pairing Code for an Observer as a Student

- **Guide to Canvas for Students**
- **Guide to Canvas for Students - Spanish**
- How the students can learn and navigate through the assignments
- How the students can navigate through the calendar to check due dates
- How to check grades – for individual student
- Allows student a walkthrough course navigation
- Allows student to understand how to familiarize themselves with this quiz taking system

Mobile App Resources - Student

- How students can use the mobile app and browser
- A complete guide to student Canvas App for iOS users (iPhone, iPad, etc.)
- A complete guide to student Canvas App for Android users (Samsung, Google Phones, etc.)
- Polls app for students with Android (this is to be used if your instructor asks polls on this app)
- Polls app for students with iOS (this is to be used if your instructor asks polls on this app)
Walks through how a student can keep an eye out for messages

How to submit an assignment to the drop box

Video that provides a walk through for students

A quick Video Guide to the Dashboard

A video guide to check the feedback on assignments

A video guide to the Assignment Overview

How to get started with Canvas as a Student, a complete walkthrough video

Assignment Submission Video, this will teach you how to submit your assignment properly

Calendar Overview Video for Students, how to use the calendar tool

Video shows how to Use your Student App (using Canvas on your phone) efficiently

This video shows the chat feature at length

How to post discussions and respond to classmates (Video Tutorial)

A video guide on how to take quizzes on Canvas